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Power UP update:  
• Question about Canvas being available for parents.  Dr. Mishlan says it will slowly be rolled out.  

Stick to PowerSchool, until your teacher tells you that Canvas is up and running for that class. 
• Question: can teachers opt out of using Canvas?  No, all academic classes will be using it weekly 

now and daily later.  Athletics and Fine Arts are different and may not use Canvas. 
PRINCIPAL QUESTION & ANSWER 
We had several survey responses: 20 people, evenly split between the grades and years at WBMS. Kara 
shared the things people reported liking about WBMS. The following questions are from the submitted 
questions. 

● Will there be a swim team? Yes, a WBMS coach has been found, schedules are being 
coordinated with WHS for using the pool. Swimming is not a UIL sport; it is a club sport. 

● Will there be a wrestling team? Maybe, Dr. Mishlan is looking for a staff member to coach. It is 
not a UIL sport; it is a club sport. 

● Will there be 8th grade career counseling, school choice guidance, etc.? Yes, Ms. Moody, our 
8th grade counselor (who was in attendance at this meeting), will help lead some of this career 
guidance.  Advocacy time can be used for this counseling and guidance. 

● How can I get my daughter more involved in clubs?  Any of the adults on campus can help a 
student find a good club.  New clubs will be announced in the coming morning announcements. 
In the Grizzly Den, a course on Canvas, there are announcements only for students.  Club 
announcements will also be found there. 

● Who makes the referrals to the counselor?  Any student, parent, teacher, dean, and the social 
worker can make a referral for a student to speak with the counselor.   

● Concerns about scheduling and seating issues in overcrowded classrooms.  This is the last week 
that students’ schedules should be changed by the staff.  There have been lots of changes this 
week to adjust class sizes and solve the 7th grade ELA teacher shortage. This should now be 
sorted. 

● What is the disciplinary process for dealing with drugs on campus?  What is the reporting 
process for reporting drugs?  What is the reporting process? There is an anonymous platform 
for anyone to report problems called Say Anything.  Students and parents can also report in 
person to the adults on campus.  It will be recorded and student privacy will be protected.  
Officer Love will be brought into the loop, and if laws are being broken he will conduct his own 
investigation.  Disciplinary processes are outlined in the Student Handbook. There are four levels 
of discipline.  The more serious the offense, the more serious the consequences.  Not all 
consequences can be shared widely with parents because of student privacy laws. 

● Safety in the restrooms, including violence?  Fighting on campus last year was a result of 
students forgetting how to communicate with each other.  Last year fighting decreased over the 
year.  Fighting is the reason why WBMS has moved to a counselor in each grade.  Dr. Mishlan is 
working to proactively help prevent fights this year.  The two weeks spent in advocacy were to 
build relationships with an adult on campus and to help each student find a safe space.  When 
there is fighting, there are disciplinary actions. The school is actively searching for another 
officer to help with directing traffic before and after school.  Kara shared that fights that happen 
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off campus are not something the school can discipline.  The SBMC will talk with local businesses 
to help prevent problems like last year. PTO activities will be contingent on good behavior. 

● Who should I talk to if I have a question or an issue? How long should I expect to wait for a 
response?  If the problem is happening in class, talk to the teacher first.  Next talk to the House 
Secretary, Dean or Counselor.  Normally 24-48 hours is adequate time to expect a response.  
After that, please email Dr. Mishlan (again, if needed), or call the front desk.   

● Questions about the cell phone policy in the case of an emergency? Cell phones can actually 
hinder in an emergency.  Process of events in an emergency: 1. Admin is notified of the 
problem. 2. Admin and Officer Love get students safe. This is the first priority every time.  3. 
EMS is called. Too many people around the school makes it difficult for EMS to get to the school.  
4. Once the situation is declared safe, communication then goes out.  Dr. Mishlan will get a 
message out as soon as she can, but there are parameters about what she can share. It can take 
up an hour to get the message reviewed and out to parents. 

○ Cell phone policy: So far, the policy is working. Students are now busy in class learning, 
not using cell phones.  Students are walking down the hallway, not on their phones. 
Every teacher has an actual phone in the classroom. 

● Why no backpacks in the classroom and hallway?  There isn’t space in the classrooms, hallway, 
or lunchroom for kids and backpacks.  It has been a difficult transition.  Dr. Mishlan is listening to 
students’ and parents' concerns on this.  She says that if they really need to go to a locker at a 
different time, they will be allowed to do it.  This is just now being communicated to teachers, 
but not publicized.  This was a common question and concern among parents. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR WBMS 
● Bring back music between the classes. 
● More parent team building and activities. 
● Teachers need to stop yelling at children to hurry. 
● Please respond promptly to emails, even if it is “I’ll get back to you by Friday.” 
● Improve tennis club.  
● Allow advanced band to eat lunch with their friends at C lunch.  Parent: Could be a problem for 

7th graders who have B lunch.  Dr. Mishlan: There is no room in the cafeteria. 
● The 8th grade Spanish teacher is a non-native Spanish speaker and perhaps needs coaching 

from Ms. Chavez. 
● ISS and punishments for fighting could be improved 
● Bullying needs to be carefully monitored. Dr. Mishlan mentioned this is called  “David’s Law” 

and they are working on training staff and students about bullying. 
● Watch for problems in the neighborhood.  Officer Love is communicating with other officers in 

the area to quickly respond to problems. 
 
ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS 

● How to start a club?  A student needs a sponsor.  Is there a club fair?  No, but a good idea. 
● About career counseling for 8th graders, when will it happen? It will happen  in the spring to 

correlate with the  high school course selection.  This will be group counseling.  For individual 
counseling, they need to contact Ms. Moody. 

● How do they get a counselor's help?  Students can ask a teacher to show them where to go or 
parents can contact the counselor through email. 

● What can be done about the teacher turnover and shortage? Dr. Mishlan is working to increase 
the positive WBMS culture for staff and students.  Nationally there is a teacher shortage.  She is 
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using avenues other than the HISD website  to find good teachers: teacher fairs, talking to 
colleges, etc. 

● What happens to get a student into ISS? The Student Code of Conduct, found in the Student 
Handbook, uses levels 1-4 to assign consequences for behavior. 

● How are you educating the students about the anonymous reporting system to help them know 
that it is really anonymous? Say Anything program will be shared in a presentation with 
students.   Teachers and students need buy-in with the program. Dr. Mishlan agreed with this 
concern. 

● Cleanliness in the restrooms is a real concern. Dr. Mishlan says supervision is the most 
important.  The custodial staff is doing their best. Destruction and repairs are slow at getting 
fixed by HISD.  Dr. Mishlan is hounding HISD trying to get things fixed.  Advocacy will be used to 
encourage the school community to respect the school. 

● Having a non-native Spanish teacher teaching the native language class is challenging? Dr. 
Mishlan would like to talk to concerned parents after the meeting. 

● Do teachers have assistants?  No.  Can they ask for parent help?  Yes. 
 

Kara called the General PTO Meeting to a close at 7:33 p.m. 
 


